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When Building a Billion Dollar Company 2014-06-24 the goal of this book is simple to provide inspiration to others so they can build a
solid business and grow it into a billion dollar company just as richard scrushy took this idea and turned it into a real tangible product
his book shows you how to take your big idea and turn it into a real profitable venture it begins with a dream that you can only pursue by
overcoming the fear of the unknown obstacles failures humiliations whatever form they may take they can no longer stand in your way let
scrushy inspire and encourage you to take that first leap of faith from there it is a matter of making the math work finding the money to
get the ball rolling building the management team and taking your idea all the way to the top scrushy will show you what has worked for him
in his two decades of experience and he will help you avoid the same mistakes he made so that you can overcome obstacles on your climb to
the top with scrushy as your guide you re sure to enjoy and learn from his life experience while building your own billion dollar company
Billion Dollar Lessons 2008-09-11 this book is your chance to learn from others mistakes entrepreneur in the 1960s ibm ceo tom watson
called an executive into his office after his venture lost 10 million the man assumed he was being fired watson told him fired hell i spent
10 million educating you i just want to be sure you learned the right lessons there are thousands of books about successful companies but
virtually none about the lessons to be learned from those that crash and burn now paul carroll and chunka mui draw on research into more
than 750 flameouts to reveal the seven biggest reasons for business failure
Finance Secrets of Billion-Dollar Entrepreneurs 2020-11-24 take control of your startup and watch it grow this book delivers clear thinking
for entrepreneurs who want to control their own destiny and grow their business without the need for venture capital joel cannon co founder
and president of cannon technologies an analysis of success award winning professor of entrepreneurship dileep rao presents readers with a
detailed guide to success through his interviews and analysis of billion dollar entrepreneurs those who built a venture from startup to
more than 1 billion in sales and valuation and 100 million dollar entrepreneurs startup to 100 million build your business without venture
capital vc funding rao is here to show entrepreneurs that it is possible to start a business without outside help he shares how more than
90 percent of america s billion dollar entrepreneurs in the vc era since 1946 avoided or delayed vc and instead used finance smart
expertise skills that combine business smart capital smart and leadership smart strategies the right mix of internal and external financing
it takes more than one person to grow a business from the bottom up but that doesn t mean we have to sacrifice control of the venture in
the process armed with 23 years of experience as a financer rao shows readers how to optimize internal financing so as to attract external
financing by keeping control of the venture entrepreneurs keep more of the wealth as well in finance secrets of billion dollar
entrepreneurs learn about pre financing financing and post financing skills and strategies of finance smart entrepreneurs the ins and outs
of venture finance applicable to anyone looking to start a business tips on increasing capital productivity and attaining financially
sustainable entrepreneurship if you ve enjoyed entrepreneurship focused titles like the lean startup the 100 startup or venture deals then
rao s finance secrets of billion dollar entrepreneurs is the next book for you
Moonshot! 2014-10-13 the former apple ceo delivers a clear message to individuals entrepreneurs and corporations change or wither booklist
the future belongs to those who see the possibilities before they become obvious this is the most exciting time ever to be part of the
business world throughout history there are some events that stand out as so groundbreaking that they completely change life as we know it
the apollo moon landing of 1961 was one of those events the invention of the apple personal computer was another in this book john sculley
former ceo of both pepsi and apple discusses an era that is giving birth to numerous groundbreaking events and inventions moonshots that
will change the way we live and work for generations to come he offers wisdom for a new breed of innovative entrepreneurs to build
businesses across industries that will bring in billions of dollars while changing people s lives for the better moonshot lays out a
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roadmap for building a truly transformative business beginning with a can t fail concept and drawing on clear examples from companies who
ve done innovation right
How to Build a Billion Dollar App 2014-09-04 the ultimate guide to building an app based business a must read for anyone who wants to start
a mobile app business riccardo zacconi founder and ceo king digital maker of candy crush saga a fascinating deep dive into the world of
billion dollar apps essential reading for anyone trying to build the next must have app michael acton smith founder and ceo mind candy apps
have changed the way we communicate shop play interact and travel and their phenomenal popularity has presented possibly the biggest
business opportunity in history in how to build a billion dollar app serial tech entrepreneur george berkowski gives you exclusive access
to the secrets behind the success of the select group of apps that have achieved billion dollar success berkowski draws exclusively on the
inside stories of the billion dollar app club members including instagram whatsapp snapchat candy crush and uber to provide all the
information you need to create your own spectacularly successful mobile business he guides you through each step from an idea scribbled on
the back of an envelope through to finding a cofounder building a team attracting and keeping millions of users all the way through to
juggling the pressures of being ceo of a billion dollar company and still staying ahead of the competition if you ve ever dreamed of
quitting your nine to five job to launch your own company you re a gifted developer seasoned entrepreneur or just intrigued by mobile
technology how to build a billion dollar app will show you what it really takes to create your own billion dollar mobile business
How to Build a Billion-Dollar Business 2024-02-09 discover the strategies and secrets behind a billion dollar australian success story in
how to build a billion dollar business former swisse ceo radek sali unpacks how his unique approach to product people and branding took
swisse wellness from an australian favourite to a blockbuster brand that sold for 2 1 billion at the heart of how to build a billion dollar
business is radek s passion for finding purpose in work this book shares inspiring real world strategies stories and insights on how to
build a business that makes an astounding profit but more than that how to build a business that also does good a successful business is
not just about profit it s about culture inside you ll learn how to develop a business plan foster loyalty and innovation in your team
build a thriving workplace culture rooted in values and attract and retain customers who believe in your product and your mission build a
culture of trust openness and respect in your organisation as well as with your customer get timely and valuable insights on what it means
to build a flexible business and a sustainable responsible brand learn how to drive growth and sales reach by connecting with customers and
driving an aspirational product or service build a business that makes a real social or environmental difference in your community one that
gives back and supports growth and wellness for all from his early career days to his success as a serial entrepreneur and ethical investor
radek sali shares a blueprint for discovering what drives you and making your business goals a reality how to build a billion dollar
business is a handbook for business owners everywhere showing you how to succeed in creating positive change in your business and in the
world
Lessons to Grow a Billion-Dollar Company 2014-11-01 billionaires are extremely rare and their mindset differs hugely from ordinary
millionaires the author worked with some of the very best entrepreneurs and distilled their secrets into 20 principles that enabled them to
start from zero and create billions in value this book gives you the roadmap to follow their path to extreme wealth and success
The Billion Dollar Secret 2019 the inspiring true story of shark tank star barbara corcoran and her best advice for anyone starting a
business after failing at twenty two jobs barbara corcoran borrowed 1 000 from a boyfriend quit her job as a diner waitress and started a
tiny real estate office in new york city using the unconventional lessons she learned from her homemaker mom she gradually built it into a
6 billion dollar business now barbara s even more famous for the no nonsense wisdom she offers to entrepreneurs on shark tank abc s hit
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reality tv show shark tales is down to earth frank and as heartwarming as it is smart after reading it don t be surprised if you find
yourself thinking if she can do it so can i nothing would make barbara happier
Shark Tales 2011 the billion dollar byte equips high level businesspeople and technologists with the tools and strategies to leverage big
data to drive ethical good profit traditional legacy companies need a framework for making data strategy central to their business models
in the same way that the newer digital native companies have the billion dollar byte provides that framework by providing concrete models
for creating smart data infrastructures accurately weighing the value of data and data systems investing in the right technologies hiring
entrepreneurial people with tech skills leveraging the full value of data and much more it aims to help companies aligns their data
strategy with their business model there is a special importance placed on attracting and retaining the right entrepreneurial minded
technologists that can help leverage data for profit
The Billion Dollar Byte 2018-01-30 30 days to launch demystifies the black magic of starting a business with actionable steps you can take
to launch in a month
30 Days to Launch! 2017-05-31 after a highly successful career on wall street in the early 1990s jack perkowski needed a new challenge
having decided that china would be the future he set about investigating this little known market and the business opportunities it offered
before long jack set up asimco a manufacturing business specializing in car components which now has an annual turnover of over 500 million
in managing the dragon jack provides an insider s view of china its many peculiarities and working practices for example we see how china s
economy and government are highly decentralized and how the country tends to operate like a series of villages spread across a vast
landscape we discover how much influence the party has on the banks and how economic incentives at local government level causes china to
create overcapacity in virtually every industry this may explain why the country has almost single handedly placed the entire world in a
cost price squeeze managing the dragon is a revealing and thought provoking memoir offering a fresh perspective on a country at the dawn of
a new age through its colourful narrative it also tells the story of one of the most influential and pioneering entrepreneurs of today
Managing the Dragon 2010-03-23 super founders uses a data driven approach to understand what really differentiates billion dollar startups
from the rest revealing that nearly everything we thought was true about them is false ali tamaseb has spent thousands of hours manually
amassing what may be the largest dataset ever collected on startups comparing billion dollar startups with those that failed to become one
30 000 data points on nearly every factor number of competitors market size the founder s age his or her university s ranking quality of
investors fundraising time and many many more and what he found looked far different than expected just to mention a few most unicorn
founders had no industry experience there s no disadvantage to being a solo founder or to being a non technical ceo less than 15 went
through any kind of accelerator program over half had strong competitors when starting being first to market with an idea does not actually
matter you will also hear the stories of the early days of billion dollar startups first hand the book includes exclusive interviews with
the founders investors of zoom instacart paypal nest github flatiron health kite pharma facebook stripe airbnb youtube linkedin lyft
doordash coinbase and square venture capital investors like elad gil peter thiel alfred lin from sequoia capital and keith rabois of
founders fund as well as previously untold stories about the early days of bytedance tiktok whatsapp dropbox discord didi flipkart
instagram careem peloton and spacex packed with counterintuitive insights and inside stories from people who have built massively
successful companies super founders is a paradigm shifting and actionable guide for entrepreneurs investors and anyone interested in what
makes a startup successful
Super Founders 2021-05-18 during the closing days of 1963 harry e figgie jr left his job at booz allen hamilton and patched together the
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financing to purchase a struggling 23 million sprinkler company during the next 30 years he grew the company into a consistently profitable
1 3 billion diversified corporation through a strategic combination of internal and external growth and a consistent focus on profit
improvement his entrepreneurial handbook is a step by step guide on how to replicate his success
How to Build a Billion Dollar Company from Scratch 2008 now available in paperback the future belongs to those who see the possibilities
before they become obvious this is the most exciting time ever to be part of the business world throughout history there are some events
that stand out as so groundbreaking that they completely change life as we know it the apollo moon landing of 1961 was one of those events
the invention of the apple personal computer was another in this book john sculley former ceo of both pepsi and apple claims we are in an
era that is giving birth to numerous groundbreaking events and inventions moonshots that will change the way we live and work for
generations to come the time is ripe according to sculley for a new breed of innovative entrepreneurs to build businesses across industries
that will bring in billions of dollars while changing people s lives for the better and in this book he ll show you how to do it moonshot
lays out a roadmap for building a truly transformative business beginning with a can t fail concept and drawing on clear examples from
companies who ve done innovation right
MOONSHOT 2016-10-04 the inspiring true story of shark tank star barbara corcoran and her best advice for anyone starting a business after
failing at twenty two jobs barbara corcoran borrowed 1 000 from a boyfriend quit her job as a diner waitress and started a tiny real estate
office in new york city using the unconventional lessons she learned from her homemaker mom she gradually built it into a 6 billion dollar
business now barbara s even more famous for the no nonsense wisdom she offers to entrepreneurs on shark tank abc s hit reality tv show
shark tales is down to earth frank and as heartwarming as it is smart after reading it don t be surprised if you find yourself thinking if
she can do it so can i nothing would make barbara happier
Shark Tales 2011-02-09 a wall street journal business bestseller this vivid inside story of wework and its ceo tells the remarkable saga of
one of the most audacious and improbable rises and falls in american business history ken auletta christened a potential savior of silicon
valley s startup culture adam neumann was set to take wework his office share company disrupting the commercial real estate market public
cash out on the company s forty seven billion dollar valuation and break the string of major startups unable to deliver to shareholders but
as employees knew and investors soon found out wework s capital was built on promises that the company was more than a real estate purveyor
that in fact it was a transformational technology company veteran journalist reeves weideman dives deep into wework and it ceo s
astronomical rise from the marijuana and tequila filled board rooms to cult like company summer camps and consciousness raising with
anthony kiedis billion dollar loser is a character driven business narrative that captures through the fascinating psyche of a billionaire
founder and his wife and co founder the slippery state of global capitalism a wall street journal business bestseller vivid carefully
reported drama that readers will gulp down as if it were a fast paced novel ken auletta
Billion Dollar Loser 2020-10-20 billion dollar freebies strategy unique and efficient small business marketing fundamentals to grow your
business describes how individuals and successful companies have used free products and services to increase profits and grow their
businesses and organisation this book takes the searchlight into the operations of these billionaire individuals and companies to find out
their secret intentions for giving out free products and services this book asked the question why would a company spend so much time money
and efforts to develop a high value products and services and set up a platform to give them out to the public free of charge this book
billion dollar freebies strategy unique and efficient small business marketing fundamentals to grow your business reveal the answers to the
important question above this book does more it organized the information and put them as work area ideas for anyone who wants to use them
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to increase profits and grow his or her business you will find great information on 1 marketing for small business 2 small business startup
guide 3 small business marketing fundamentals 4 practical marketing strategies to turn your business into a mega profit business this is a
short book the right information you can pick up and start using immediately obtain a copy today
Billion Dollar Freebies Strategy 2017-04-10 anyone who comes across this book will build a high growth startup into successful company the
3s rules is a comprehensive guide about the business models of the leading companies in the world it is a book with striking case studies
of global brands from africa asia and america consider the following how did global companies often listed by forbes like amazon microsoft
apple google alibaba twitter linkedin airbnb lyft space x tesla facebook dangote group econet wireless were built to global heights do you
know that data is the gold of the 21st century and beyond this is the revenue model of the leading tech companies there is a financing tool
that can be employed by anyone regardless of your location to build your dream enterprise it is in 3s rules then the men who will build the
future of their nation city continent and community must learn the business strategies and problems encountered by the great entrepreneurs
behind these brands the 1 tn capitalization of apple amazon and microsoft is not a miracle and you can build a company like them but you
have to know what they know and improve it 3s rules is the book for those who would like to grow their seeds of greatness
Billion Dollar Lessons 2008 what do brazil s top beauty brand america s second fastest growing restaurant chain and the world s third
bestselling car have in common besides achieving enormous success with revenue in the tens of billions they are doing it all while holding
to their convictions of implementing sustainable principles that help consumers live better lives but they aren t the only ones green
giants examines nine companies including chipotle toyota unilever tesla general electric and more who have established the blueprint for
sustainable success that anyone can follow author freya williams an early pioneer of the modern sustainable business movement discovered
six factors responsible for the overwhelming success of these nine socially responsible companies the iconoclastic leader disruptive
innovation a higher purpose built in not bolted on mainstream appeal new behavioral contract packed with eye opening research exclusive
interviews and enlightening examples green giants serves as your blueprint for merging wild profitability with social responsibility
The Founder Factor 2005 unicorn is a word used in the venture funds industry to indicate a tech startup with a total market value of over 1
billion the name was first used and popularized by aileen lee a venture entrepreneur and founder of cowboyvc a seed stage investment fund
based in palo alto california why are stockholders crazy about billion dollar outcomes because the largest investment funds have always
driven revenues from their ownership in just several companies only to invest them back into a pool of many new promising businesses now
there is a new revolutionary game changing way to build bigger stronger faster smarter safer easier leaner richer nimbler cheaper billion
dollar tech startups if you looking for a new way to invest and build wealth without risk and with no money then you have found the right
place this book will illustrate clearly those unicorn billion dollar tech businesses then you could make your own decision for investment
3S Rules 2019-07-15 tom stemberg the founder of staples and father of the office superstore industry shares the secrets he learned driving
staples to become a billion dollar business he helps readers live the reality dream the dream
Green Giants 2015-08-12 a leading business journalist takes us inside a business revolution the upstart brands taking on the empires that
long dominated the trillion dollar consumer economy dollar shave club and its hilarious marketing casper mattresses popping out of a box
third love s lingerie designed specifically for each woman s body warby parker mailing you five pairs of glasses to choose from you ve seen
their ads you or someone you know use their products each may appear in isolation as a rare david with the bravado to confront a goliath
but taken together they represent a seismic shift in a business model that has lasted more than a century as lawrence ingrassia former
business and economics editor and deputy managing editor at the new york times shows in this timely and eye opening book a growing number
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of digital entrepreneurs have found new and creative ways to crack the code on the bonanza of physical goods that move through our lives
every day they have discovered that manufacturing marketing logistics and customer service have all been flattened where there were once
walls that protected big brands like gillette sealy victoria s secret or lenscrafters savvy and hungry innovators now can compete on price
value quality speed convenience and service billion dollar brand club reveals the world of the entrepreneurs venture capitalists and
corporate behemoths battling over this terrain and what fun it is it s a massive high stakes business saga animated by the personalities
flashes of insight and stories behind the stuff we use every day
Startup Business Plan 2021-04-04 embark on a transformative journey to scale your company and prepare it for exit with the billion dollar
bullseye formula inspired by jonathan jcron cronstedt s remarkable 2 billion dollar valuation journey as the president of kajabi as a
visionary entrepreneur jcron shares his invaluable insights and strategies for scaling businesses to unprecedented heights and how to
navigate the resulting options intentionally whether you re a seasoned entrepreneur aiming to replicate jcron s success or an aspiring
business owner dreaming of your own billion dollar bullseye this book provides the blueprint for achieving your goals in a business book
written as if you are having lunch with the author himself cocktail recommended you ll discover how to discover the 7 billion dollar
bullseye principles empowering you to scale as big and as fast as you desire purpose profit product prestige promotion persuasion and
people achieve rapid growth strategically actionable tactics and strategies derived from real world experiences and expert insights guiding
you through the complexities of scaling and exiting with confidence and success avoid common pitfalls sidestep the top mistakes many jcron
experienced firsthand and challenges faced by entrepreneurs ensuring a smoother path to success continued learning and evolution access a
curated reading list to further expand your knowledge and refine your entrepreneurial skills equipping you for continued success and growth
inspired by jcron s journey from startup to a 2 billion dollar valuation with the principles that make up the seven rings of the billion
dollar bullseye it is possible to scale as big as you want as fast as you want and exit if you want on your terms unlock your potential
defy the odds and make a fortune while reshaping the narrative of entrepreneurship
Staples for Success 1996 the inspiring story of reginald lewis lawyer wall street wizard philanthropist and the wealthiest black man in
american history based on lewis s unfinished autobiography along with scores of interviews with family friends and colleagues this book
cuts through the myth and hype to reveal the man behind the legend
Billion Dollar Brand Club 2020-01-28 praise for blueprint to a billion a wonderful well thought out analysis of entrepreneurship and
leadership of a growth company howard lester chairman williams sonoma inc if you dream about growing your business to a billion this is a
fascinating down to earth study that you must read apply the seven essential principles to your business and you are off and running learn
about strategy growth leadership team building and a whole lot more joe scarlett chairman of the board tractor supply company blueprint to
a billion is a well researched and thoughtfully written book that quantifies the growth pattern of america s highest growth companies
professor john quelch senior associate dean harvard business school eighty percent of the top performing stocks in the last twenty years
were small entrepreneurial companies that had an ipo in the prior eight years blueprint to a billion tells you the seven key things these
innovators did in common to become america s greatest growth companies william j o neil chairman and founder investor s business daily
investors com thomson has written a masterful work that will catalyze empower inspire motivate and illuminate entrepreneurs investors and
policymakers the world needs this book and will profit from it in manifold ways david m darst managing director individual investor group
chief investment strategist morgan stanley
Billion Dollar Bullseye 2024-07-23 two advertising veterans explain the myths about branding and how even the smallest businesses can
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benefit by defining themselves to their customers branding may be the single most misunderstood concept in marketing it s not only for big
businesses with big bucks it s not about a logo a color a font or a type of advertising branding is defining a company s image in such a
way that the customer is left with a single feeling about that business and what they do branding is about finding a business s juicy
center even small businesses on shoestring budgets and sole practitioners can learn the principles of good branding an effort that
encompasses not just messaging but multiple day to day decisions that shape and build your customers perceptions and emotions with numerous
real life examples and the expertise that comes only from experience this book guides you to a new way of thinking about your business and
the kind of wisdom that no amount of money can buy
Why Should White Guys Have All the Fun? 2005-10 george berkowski serial entrepreneur and one of the minds behind the internationally
successful taxi hailing app hailo is the expert on mobile apps in this free digital ebook companion to how to build a billion dollar app he
includes an outline of the entire book and the chapters from step 1 of the journey building and founding a team validating your product and
raising seed funding through his experience research and insights readers will receive the beginning they need to start creating their very
own billion dollar app
Billion Dollar Agent Manifesto 2013-11 a story of passion and commitment and faith qualities that drove one working class kid to not only
build a sports empire but also to change the way the entire sports industry has done business this book is a tale of determination faith
and most assuredly good timing and good luck in truth this isn t one story but many sports executive and businessman jerry colangelo weaves
together a lifetime of great moments in sports and tense times in business in how you play the game sports executive and businessman jerry
colangelo details a lifetime of stories including how he emerged from the tough streets of chicago heights as a high school and college
sports star how he helped create and build the chicago bulls at a time when the nba was a second tier professional league and two
basketball teams had already failed in the windy city how he moved to arizona and started the phoenix suns an organization that fought its
way to become the ninth richest franchise in all of sports and how he then began baseball s newest team the arizona diamondbacks peppered
with stories about players and coaches including charles barkley and connie hawkins red holzman and buck showalter as well as owners
general managers investors reporters and more how you play the game is truly an insider s look at the sports world
Watch This, Listen Up, Click Here 2007-07-16 is your website the laziest member of staff if it is then this is the book that you ve been
looking for it will change your online marketing forever the business driving secrets you ll find inside haven t been learnt from books but
from thousands of hours marketing online since 1996 working with hundreds of real world companies you ll learn how to turn your website
from a brochure to a lead generating profit producing automated machine that will become your busiest member of staff the billion dollar
blueprint covers the 7 essential steps to getting more business online in less time each step will teach you shortcuts tried tested
techniques and skills gleaned from over 16 years experience selling muliti millions of dollars in products and services online in the past
5 years alone brad hauck has got over 50 million visitors to client site using the steps you ll find inside this book if you want better
results from your internet marketing these 7 steps are simple to follow easy to implement and duplicatable
Growing Rich by Controlling Capital 2017-01-01 the first person account of the family that changed the american retail landscape that dave
ramsey calls a must read longtime dollar general ceo cal turner jr shares his extraordinary life as heir to the company founded by his
father cal turner sr and his grandfather a dirt farmer turned depression era entrepreneur cal s narrative is at its heart a father son
story from his childhood in scottsville kentucky where business and family were one to the triumph of reaching the fortune 300 at the cost
of risking that very father son relationship cal shares how the small town values with which he was raised helped him guide dollar general
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from family enterprise to national powerhouse chronicling three generations of a successful family with very different leadership styles
cal jr shares a wealth of wisdom from a lifetime on the entrepreneurial front lines he shows how his grandfather turned a third grade
education into an asset for success he reveals how his driven father hatched the game changing dollar price point strategy and why it
worked and he explains how he found his own leadership style when he took his place at the helm values based people oriented and pragmatic
cal s story provides a riveting look at the family love and drama behind dollar general s spectacular rise pays homage to the working class
people whose no frills needs helped determine its rock bottom prices and shares the life and lessons of one of america s most compelling
business leaders
Supertrends of Future China 2010-12-08 important investment lessons gleaned from the mistakes of accomplished professional investors and
billionaire businessmen the billion dollar mistake is an up close account of the career defining mistakes that some of the world s most
brilliant billionaire investors have made and a revealing look at what we can learn from them drawing on author stephen weiss twenty two
years experience at some of wall street s most prestigious firms the core of this book is based upon original research and interviews with
these legendary investors who discuss the most significant trade or investment that went against them the magnitude of the loss its effect
on their businesses and on their personal lives to some these fascinating accounts will read like a novel to others it will be a treasured
and unique investment guide this intriguing book skillfully examines the causal relationship between the quirks of each investor s
personality and the mistakes they have committed along the way weiss provides a series of compelling narrative accounts of the individuals
road to success the particular mistakes they made the character flaws that led to them and the lessons learned while some investors made
errors of judgment others made errors of perception the billion dollar mistake uncovers important lessons learned from the failures of some
of the most enduring and accomplished investors including kirk kerkorian bill ackman aubrey mcclendon and leon cooperman discusses how to
incorporate these lessons into your investment discipline and avoid the same missteps reveals common mistakes made by bigger investors that
the average investor can relate the only difference is in magnitude with more zeros attached to the loss includes insights on improving
your investment endeavors by refining your approach to today s markets learning from the missteps of the best in the investment business
can help you succeed with the billion dollar mistake you ll discover how
Blueprint to a Billion 2019 named a best book of 2018 by the financial times and fortune this thrilling bill gates new york times
bestseller exposes how a modern gatsby swindled over 5 billion with the aid of goldman sachs in the heist of the century axios now a 1
international bestseller billion dollar whale is an epic tale of white collar crime on a global scale publishers weekly revealing how a
young social climber from malaysia pulled off one of the biggest heists in history in 2009 a chubby mild mannered graduate of the
university of pennsylvania s wharton school of business named jho low set in motion a fraud of unprecedented gall and magnitude one that
would come to symbolize the next great threat to the global financial system over a decade low with the aid of goldman sachs and others
siphoned billions of dollars from an investment fund right under the nose of global financial industry watchdogs low used the money to
finance elections purchase luxury real estate throw champagne drenched parties and even to finance hollywood films like the wolf of wall
street by early 2019 with his yacht and private jet reportedly seized by authorities and facing criminal charges in malaysia and in the
united states low had become an international fugitive even as the u s department of justice continued its investigation billion dollar
whale has joined the ranks of liar s poker den of thieves and bad blood as a classic harrowing parable of hubris and greed in the financial
world
Diversity, Inc 2012-08-21
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